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Narrowing it down in the first round
Knoop sweeps
primary elections
in Charleston
Tuesday
By BRITT CARSON
City editor

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor

Mary Ann Johns, an election judge in precinct 15, watches as Delores McNutt, also an election judge,
gets the ballot from Jan Hinkle, a payroll officer at Eastern, Tuesday morning in the Wesley Foundation
on Fourth Street.

Marge Knoop received the
most votes in Tuesday 's primary
election that narrowed that
number of city council candidates from 11 to eight.
" I was pretty thrilled," Knoop
said. " I thought I would make
the top eight, but I had no idea I
would get the most votes."
Knoop, 1710 University Dr. ,
received 813 votes or 14 percent
of the votes. She was a member
of county and township boards
and is a retired school teacher.
Bruce Scism came in a close
second with 769 votes and Lany
Rennels followed with 768
votes. Scism, 43 , 1120 B. St., is
an instructor in Eastern's School
of Ad ult and Continuing
E du catio n in the political
science at department and an

instructor at Lake Land College.
Scism served eight years on the
city council.
" I a m very happy," Scism
said. "There were not a lot of
votes separating the candidates.
Now it's time to work hard and
hope all goes well in April.
Rennels, 49, 304 Chamberlin
Dr. , said he also was pleased
with the results of the primaty.
" I have never run for office
before and didn 't know what to
expect," Rennels said. "Coming
in third feels very good and now
there is a lot of work to do in the
next five weeks."
Rennels said that the election
in April is up in the air because
of low voter turnout. Less than
1, 700 people cast votes in
Tuesday's election.
"There was such a low turnout that things could change
considerably by Apri l," Rennels
said.
Rennels, the former chaitman
of the Charleston Alcohol Drug
Task Force, is a member of the
Charleston Area Chamb er of
Commerce.
See ELECTIONS page 2

Some Buzzard residents may be charged with fees
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Three units moving into the
newly-renovated Buzzard Building will have to pay at least some
money for their computer
networks.
The areas using Macintosh
computers - the journalism
department, Student Publications,
radio/TV and two Macintosh labs
- will have to pay part of the
approximately $100 cost to use

the comp ut ers instead of IBM
models.
T h e two forms of computer
technologies that wi ll be used in
the building are Ethernet, which
will be used by most Macintosh
computers , and Asynchronous
Transfer Mode technology, which
will be used by most IBM and
IBM-compatible computers, said
Kathlene Shank, chair of the
Buzzard Building mo vab le
equipment committee.
"It has been agreed ... that in

fact whether (the computers are)
Macintosh or ATM, whatever it
takes for your computer to run is,
in fact, provided," Shank said .
For all areas using Macintosh
computers , an Ethernet card
costing approximately $1 00 will
need to be purchased for computers that do not have the cards
already, said Dave Henard , the
associate vice president fo r
information technology.
T he cards are needed to link
computers into either the ATM or

Ethernet network.
Henard added that the cards are
an option on mo st Macintosh
computers, but he did not know
how most of Eastern's computers
came equipped with the card.
Weidner said for the jomnalism
department and other areas , the
people who own the machines
will lik ely have to pay for the
cards.
The ATM cards needed to hook
up IBM-compatible computers to
the network will be provided free,

Henard said. However, he said the
mo vable equipment comm ittee
had never planned to provide
these cards for eith er type of
computer.
Henard sai d a tentative d ecision on whether to provide the
Ethernet system was made recently. He said he was waiting for
each unit that would be moving to
Buzzard Building to give information on what type of computers
they would be using.
See BUZZARD page 2

Student group members
voice concerns to senate
By ROB STROUD
Student governn1ent editor
Representatives from recognized student
organizations told senate members Tuesday they were concerned about the rule
that an organization must have 10
members to be officially recognized.
Luta lo McGee, president of the Black
Greek Council, said four of the eight
organizations he represented were on the
verge of losing their charter. McGee said
the four groups were having trouble
recruiting because of Eas tern 's low
minority student population.
Matthew Manuel, a member of Phi Beta
Sigma, said Eas tern has a problem
recruiting and retaining minority students.

Amato suggested getting members of
the Black Student Union involved with
orientation. Students often are attracted to
a university by the people they meet when
they come to orientation, Amato said.
Moran Beasley, executive director of the
Multi-Cultural Student Union, said he has
had to walk around campus and ask people
to join his group so it could meet the 10member rule.
"In the past a lot of people dido 't even
know we existed," Beasley said.
The Multi-Cultural Student Union is
facing "virtual extinction" because most of
the members are juniors and seniors,
Beasley said.
Senate Speaker Erin Weed told round-

See CONCERNS page 2

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Erin Weed, the speaker for the senate, joins 50 representatives from different organizations
on campus, to discuss how to improve communication between the senate and campus
organizations Tuesday night in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King
J1~ University Union.
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Tourism resumes at Empire State Building
Visitors flock
to landmark
after deadly
shooting spree
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Empire State Building's observation deck reopened Tuesday two
days after a deadly shooting rampage, drawing droves of tourists
who had to line up to go through
newly installed metal detectors.
"It's OK, I'm wearing a bullet-

proof vest, " joked Benjamin
Wibbe, a 17-year-old from Germany.
Police were still trying to determine what prompted the 69-yearold Palestinian gunm an , A li
Hassan Abu Kamal , to vent his
rage , killing one tourist an d
wound ing six others before fatally
shooting himself.
A bu Kamal ' s family in the
Gaza Strip said he was distraught
over somehow losing $300,000,
but police questioned whether
there ever was any money.
" There is no information that
this alleged scam ex its," Police
Commissioner Howard Safir said.

"There are no bank accounts that
we ' re aware of, nothing in his
personal effects, no safe deposit
boxes ." Several hundred sightseers waited up to 40 minutes
Tues day to buy tickets , go
through the a irport-style metal
detectors and take the elevator up
to the 86th floor.
Kim Broen , a 21-year-old
Danish traveler, said he didn't like
the long wait to go thro ugh the
metal detectors, "but if this is the
only way to stop this from happening, it's OK. "
" We li ve in New York. You
can't stay afrai d," said Hannah
Schneewind , a teacher from

Brooklyn escorting her secondgraders on a field trip. She said it
was better to teach the children to
overcome their fears than to let
the shooting change their plans.
Judy and Larry Wilkinson of
Valdosta , Ga. , sa id they had
anived at the building Sunday 20
minutes after the shooting. Mrs.
Wilkinson said she was determined to return Tuesday. "I was a
little apprehensive, but I really
feel like it was an isolated incident. And it is a marvelous view,"
she said.
Pol ice were traci ng three
Arabic names mentioned in a note
A bu Kama l was carrying. A

police source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the letter
suggests th e names are Islamic
vigilantes who attacked Abu
Kamal in 1992 in Gaza City,
rather than people who swindled
him out of his nest egg, as once
thought.
Abu Kama l' s ramblin g note
accused the United States of using
Israel as " an instrument" against
Palestinians, but another police
source said that did not prove his
motive was hatred oflsrael.
The note shows Abu Kamal
was a "man who had many, many
enemies in hi s mind, " Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani said.
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Slap shot
Todd Evans, a senior psychology major, tries to block a shot by Chris Stoops, a senior journalism major,
Tuesday afternoon on the basketball court in front ofLantz Gym.
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John Winnett came in fourth and received 690
votes or 11 .9 percent of the votes. Winnett, 920 Fuller
Dr., is presently the commissioner of public streets
and has served 24 years on the council. He owns
Winnett's Plumbing and Heating.
"I was tickled to death with finishing fom1h," said
Winnett. "Now I have to go out and get to work."
Keith Perry, 45, 905 Post Oak Rd., received 626
votes or 10.8 percent. Perry is the vice-president and
general manager for Mooney Motors, a former president of the Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce
and a member of Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Foundation Board.
" I was very pleased, but I was surprised at how
low the turnout was," Perry said. "The last primary I
think there were 2,600 votes cast and this year there
were only 1,652 votes cast."
Greg Stewart, 35, 1700 20th St. , received 560
votes or 9.7 percent of the votes cast. Stewart owns
the Charleston-Mattoon News Agency and has served
on the city council for the past four years as finance
commissioner. Stewart was unavailable for comment.
John C. Bell, 47, 1405 14th St., received 452 votes
and was pleased with the results.

" I' m happy to be there," Bell said. He said he was
not disappointed with the low voter turnout. "This
was only the primary election and there weren't any
other issues to vote on besides city council," Bell
said.
Bell owns Bell's Flower Corner and is a member
of the Charleston Recreation Depat1ment Board and
Moose Lodge.
Ted Hartley, 41 , 734 22nd St., received 385 votes
and 6.6 percent of the votes.
"I am very happy I made the fmal cut. I am relatively unknown in the community and I thought I did
pretty well," Hartley said. "I hope now people can get
to know me better and I am looking further ahead to
the campaign and to let people know about my experience with the city manager form of government."
Hartley is the pastor at Otterbein United Methodist
Church and served on the Fairfield City Council as an
aldetman for four years. He also is a member of the
Charleston Tomorrow subcommittee that studied the
city's infrastructme.
The eight candidates are running for four city commiss ioner positions in the April 1 municipal elections.

table participants that she would
discu ss with anyo ne interested
possible legislation to repeal the
1O-member rule.
Another concern raised at the
roundtable was the senate's relationships with recognized student
organizations. The idea to require
a representative from all student
organizations to attend se nate
meetings was suggested.
Nora Strong, vice president for
student affairs, said that proposal
was too extreme.
"I would feel like I was failing
m y constituents if they were
required to come," Strong said.
Brian Anderson, vice president
for public affairs, said requiring a
representative from each organization to attend senate meetings
would be a mistake.
"I know that some RSO 's don't
care about the senate," Anderson
said. Many academic student organizations have little invo lvement
with the senate, he added.
Anderson suggested the senate
compile a list of all organizations

BUZZARD

from page one

interested in having a senate representative attend their meetings or
interested in sending a liaison to
senate meetings.
The roundtab le pat1icipants also
discussed ways student organizations could combin e their
resources to plan activities that
will benefit the whole campus.
Beasley suggested promoting a
Panther Week that would be similar to the Tower Week promoted
every year by Lincoln, Stevenson
and Douglas Towers.
Senate member Jason Amato
said the organizations could plan
small events and work their way
up to larger ones. These events
wou ld bring attention to the various student organizations and the
campus, Amato said.
Strong said more student organizations should get involved with
Homecoming.
McGee said student organizations should be encouraged to participate with sororities atld fraternities in Homecoming competitions.

from page one

While the Ethernet connections for the academic units in the building will be paid for through the movable equipment committee, Shank
said it has not been determined how TV /radio and Student Publications
will pay fo r their network connections.
Vice President for Academic Affairs Terry Weidner said radio/TV
has agreed to pay the costs involved in hooking their computers up to
the network, but he is still working with Student Publications.
Currently, all areas ofthe university primarily self-supported and are
not an academi c department have to pay for those connections, Henard
said.
"That's the way it's been in the past, and that's the way it wi ll continue to be as long as the law's the way it is," Henru·d said.
The conflict on the issue initially arose after the Board of Trustees
approved $400,000 for the pmchase of new network electronic equipment for Buzzard Building and Student Services.
Several members of a committee formed to give input into this and
other decisions said they did not have a say in the equipment that was
to be purchased.
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Rental conditions may improve Retirement benefits
appeal to candidate

By BRITI CARSON
City editor

A city housing committee is trying to make life a litt le better fo r off-campus Eastern stud ents an d
Charleston residents who rent houses.
One way to do this is to make sure that students are
aware of the rights they have as tenants, said Nora
Strong, vice president of student affairs and a member
of the housing committee.
"Students don 't know the rights they have," Strong
said. The com mittee may develop a pamphlet that
renters will be given when they sign a lease, she said.
Norma Sunderman, committee member, said the
committee also may recommend an ordinance to the
city council regarding " slumlords" in Charleston.
Slwnlords are described as landlords who don't take
care of their property.
Mayor Dan Cougill appointed the committee after
several real estate owners rejected a proposal requiring
licensed housing. Licensed housing means the house
would be subject to a public inspection at the owner's

expense, Sunderman said.
'The city zoning people would have access to the
property and could take the owners to comt without
obtaining a search warrant," Sunderman said. " It would
save a lot of time and effmt and energy."
Sunderman said other towns such as Carbondale,
home to Southern Illinois University, have licensed
housing.
Stmdetman said Strong is the student representative
on the committee and students can contact her if they
have complaints or problems such as leaking roofs,
sewage problems or faulty appliances. Strong could not
be reached for comment Tuesday.
"A lot of students don't know who to complain to,"
Sundennan said. "Nora has made some good suggestions and students can come to her."
Sunderman said several realtors on the committee
have made helpful suggestions, but the committee has
been unable to decide on a solution to the problem.
The committee is composed of contractors, landlords, Eastem students and staff and homeowners, and
it was formed in Aptil 1996.

Senate to review sorority resolution
BY ROB STROUD
Staff writer
The Student Senate Wednesday
w ill review a resolution that supports Phi Sigma Sigma sorority
keeping their charter.
The national Supreme Council
of the sorority recommended to
revoke Eastem 's chapter because of
low membership.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Members of the sorority Tuesday
night refused to comment about
their cha1ter being revoked.
The resolution states that the
national Supreme Council of Phi
Sigma Sigma is recomm endi ng
revoking the charter of Eastern's

CARRY~OllT!
f.HM[~IN

chapter. Brdlik said the recommendation may be based on the number
of members in the Eastem chapter.
Phi S igma S igma m emb ers
Jennifer Brdlik and Kelly Brown
authored the resolution. Senate
Speaker Erin Weed submitted it.
The average Phi Sigma Sigma
chapter has 50 members , and
Easte rn ' s chapter has only 47 ,
Brdlik said.
Brdlik said Eastern's chapter is
appealing the national chapter ' s
decision to revoke the chruter.
Rebecca Marushak, ass istant
director of stu dent life/greek
affairs, said Phj Sigma Sigma has
12 days to appeal to the national
organi zat ion before the nati onal
organization makes a decision on
the appeal.
The senate also will consider two
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William C. Evans, one of two
candidates vying for the position of
director of human resources , on
Tuesday said he wants to continue
working in the human resources
department at a university where
he wou ld get more benefits for
retirement later on.
Evans met with 17 people at an
all-campus meeting to discuss his
background and why he is applying for the director's position.
" I have 25 yea rs of serv ic e
where I am at now and I qualifY for
good deals and special benefits,"
Evans said. "What I could be getting here is mu ch better versus
what I would be getting there if I
stayed."
Currently, Evans is the vice president of hum an resources at
Northeast Wisconsin Techni cal
College in Green Bay, Wis.
" We have got to get past the
reality here (at Eastern). We need a
process that people are comfortable
with," Evans said.
"I want the staff (at Eastern) to
know that we can deal w ith the
hi ghs an d lows of human re sources," Evans said. " I want to
provide people with j obs rather
than eliminate those jobs."
Evans said he wants to work on
Eastern 's image concerning the
human resources deprutment.
"I'm very customer-service oriented. I think the department needs
to be pro-active in the areas of customer service," he said.
Evans previously worked as part

of the Instructiona l Faculty
at Northeast, a
real-estate
associate/ broker in Racine,
Wis., the owner
and operator of
William C. Evans Mercuty Rapid
Print in Racine
and was a market reseru·ch analyst
in Racine.
At Northeast, Evans handles
worker 's compensation and tmemployment compensation, and also
is the chief spokesperson for the
human resources department.
The director of human resources
at Eastern handles employment for
civil service employees, including
diversity within the workplace on
crunpus, collective bargaining and
trairling employees.
The for mer director of human
resources, Paul Michaud, resigned
last semester after taking a position
at another university. Robert Wayland, an assistant professor of management and marketing is the acting director until another person is
hired for the position.
Douglas DeFrain, also a candidate for the position, was interviewed last week. DeFrain currently is th e director of university
empl oyee relations at I ndi ana
University in Bloomington, Ind.
Last week, Kim Furumo, chair
of the search committee to fill the
director position, said Vice President for Business Affairs Morgan
Olsen will make the final decision
on who will be named the next
director.
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proposed bylaws that would
renrune and restructure several senate committees.
Brian Anderson, student vice
president for public affairs, submitted the proposal with senate member Jennifer Daulby at the senate's
Feb. 5 meeting.
The two proposal were amended
when Anderson w ithdrew one of
the proposals last week that would
have abolished the Appmtionment
Board, but the content of the proposals remain the srune.
T he proposals are currently
tabled fo r discussion by the senate.
" We ' ve dwelled on this for a
month now," And erson said . He
said senate members have had
enough time to discuss the proposals and now they need to vote on
them.

By KRIST! EUSTICE
Staff writer
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Volunteering is a duty
for Eastern students,
including the men
Eastern men need to get off the couch and
reach out their helping hands.
According to this year's enrollment for the
Alternative Spring Break program, only 11 of
the 124 program volunteers are men.
The men are outnumbered 10 to one by
women who obviously care about society and
are willing to donate their time to make a difference.
All Eastern students,
especially men, need to
get involved in this program.
Inner-city soup kitchens, poor mountain
regions and environmental clean-up projects can
all use the help from men.
Why aren't more men volunteering their time
to help the needy?
Lynn O'Dell, volunteer coordinator for the
Student Volunteer Center, said it's hard to
explain the low turnout of male volunteers.
But Eleanor Midkaff, assistant chair of the
women's studies minor, has an idea.
She said men have the general perception that
volunteering to help needy people is a woman's
job.
If that's the case, then men need to wake up
and realize there is an entire world of hurt and
need that shou ld be given care and attention.
Men need to humble themselves enough to work
in a desolate soup kitchen for a week where they
may feel uncomfortable in that environment.
Students need to overcome the awkward feeling to make a difference in someone's life.
If the men, and all other students who haven't
volunteered in the past, would take an opportunity to help change our society, they may realize
it's quite rewarding to help other people.
Reaching out to less-fortunate people is not a
woman's job. It's a job for humankind. It's a job
for Eastern students.
Listen to cries of society, you men who are
too lazy or too modest to help the needy. People
in the inner cities and in the poor mountain
regions of Appalachia are hoping someone will
walk into their world and make a difference.
Eastern could help make that change - all of
Eastern.
It's time for men to get involved, and it's time
for Eastern to make a difference.

Editorial

' ' today's
Noble be man, helpful and good! For
that alone sets him apart from every
other creature on Earth.
-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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Lt. Emma Cuevas is a 1993
when she entered the Army and
" ... women
now wants it changed to her specgraduate of West Point and an
Army helicopter pilot who spent
ifications.
have fought
more than a year transporting felIn this day of anti-affi1mative
against our
low soldiers throughout Panama.
action sentiment, any call for speAmerican taxpayers (you and I)
cultural
cial or prefeiTed treatment will be
spent $500,000 training her for .._...::.;__ _ _ _ _ _-=met with opposition. Cuevas is
perception of
combat in exchange for her
doing all women who came
them as
promise to stay in the military until MATIMARTIN
before her a disservice by joining
Regular
columnist
the Army under one set of condi2000. Instead of fighting this counnurturers, not
try 's enemies, however, Cuevas is
tions and then asking for more
warrzors. "
favorable mles to play by.
fighting the Army over what she
Time magazine quotes another
says is her constitutional right to
female Army pilot as calling Cuevas "a disgrace to women in
breast-feed.
That's right, Cuevas and her husband (also a lieutenant and the militmy." I wouldn't go so far as to call her a disgrace, but
West Point graduate) are suing the Army claiming her hectic she is certainly working against all the hard-fought advances
schedule as a helicopter pilot makes it impossible for her to women have made in the military. From the initial battle to
breast-feed her daughter Isabella. Cuevas has twice requested join the services decades ago to recent effmts to gain combat
to leave the Anny and twice been denied. [t seems qualified, and ship assignments, women have fought against our culturtrained helicopter pilots are in short supply these days and the al perception of them as nurturers, not wmTiors.
Army doesn't want to lose the lieutenant's skills.
The objective of equality in the services is diluted, howevThe lawsuit to be filed in federal cowt claims Cuevas has er, when women like Cuevas call for special treatment
been " impounded" by the government thereby denying because of their gender. Would a male officer with a newbom
file suit for fewer working hours claiming a constitutional
Isabella her "constitutional right to breast-feed."
I've taken just about eve1y law-related course Eastern 's right to "bond" with the child? If he did, he'd be laughed out
political science depmtment offers, and 1 have yet to learn of both the courtroom and the Anny.
about any constitutional right to breast-feed.
America's anned forces currently m·e going through trouThe creation of this 1ight out of thin air is crazy enough, but bled times with charges of physical abuse and sexual harasswhat is even more ridiculous is the Cuevas' claim that the ment cropping up almost daily. There is going to be a long
Army is denying them anything.
period of adjustment as men and women lemn to work togethCuevas is free to breast-feed her daughter anytime she er in the close confines of military life. Women who fight
wishes while off-duty. While on-duty, she is even allowed to over trivial or incidental issues weaken the legitimate comleave her current assignment as a trainer for two and a half plaints of those who are tmly mistreated.
hours during the day to feed Isabella.
Cuevas and all women in the services need to realize miliThe Army is doing nothing unfair or unusual to the lieu- tmy life is neither fun nor convenient - nor shou ld it be.
tenant. In fact, female soldiers cwTently get six weeks of paid Cuevas was given a world-class education for free in
matemity leave before they must repmt back to duty. Cuevas exchange for a seven-year commitment. She freely accepted
received this leave.
this aiTangement and is bound by honor and law to uphold her
All the Army is asking is that she honor the commitment end.
As her employers, the American people should expect no
she made to the service and the American people four years
less ofher.
ago when she graduated from West Point.
The militmy is not a typical employer. In order to maintain
discipline, training and efficiency, soldiers, sailors, ai1men
-Matt Martin is a senior journalism major and a regular
and marines are required to adopt a rigorous lifestyle and to bi-monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His emake many sacrifices. Cuevas was aware of this lifestyle mail address is cumdm@bgu.edu.

Faculty member gives
thanks to editor, staff
for correcting mistake
Dear editor:
I want to express my thanks to
Travis Spencer, editor in chief, and the
staff of The Daily Eastern News for rerunning the picture of Herease Frazier
on Wednesday, Feb. 5. The picture initially ran on Tuesday, but was incorrectly blocked and most of Frazier's
face was omitted. I called to express
my concem to the editor. He patiently
explained that The News does not typically re-run pictures, but he was willing to listen to my concerns and consider my request. I deeply appreciated
his efforts to help correct th is problem.
I also exp ressed my concern that
Frazier ' s Tues day picture appeared
with the caption "Preach on." Frazier
is a speech-language pathologist. She
was invited to campus in celebration of
African American Heritage Month by
the National Student SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association in the
Department of Communication

heard .

E - m a i I

u 5

your
Disorders & Sciences. Her presentation focused on the nationally recognized programs for culturally diverse
students she has developed in the
Chicago public schools. We were honored that Frazier visited our campus
and appreciated having the picture rerun so that we could share her contribution with the cmnpus community.

Robert M. Augustine
Speech-Language-Hearing
Clinic chair

Students dissatisfied
with Booth Library
equipment, resources
Dear editor:
On Feb. 18 we ventured to the
library to do some research for a class
project. We needed to use a computer
and a copy machine. First, we were
irate to find people using computers to
do e-mail, when those computers are

a t

cutss@uxa

for word processing and internet use.
Second, we were disgusted to find
that NO copy machines on the third
floor were working. We continued to
the second floor near the circulation
desk where only three of the six copy
machines in that area were work ing.
We went to the copy machines near the
reserve desk where we found ONE
operating copy machine.
Because of the lack of operating
copy machines, lines were long. We
had to go from the third floor periodical desk to the reserve desk in order to
find : (1) an operating machine, with
(2) a minimal line.
Now, we know that a certain mnount
of our tuition goes toward librmy services, so what's with the incompetent
resources?

Beth Heilman
senior speech communication
major
Debi Gagliardo
senior speech communication
major
. ecn . bgu . edu
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Faculty Senate rejects proposal
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer

The senate's interest in the petitioning process stemmed from two
fo rmer refere ndum votes , one
concerning a confid ence vote in
fall of 1995 regarding President
David Jorns and another on the
University College in November.
Both votes caused faculty confusion over the intent and interpretation of the respective referendum questions.
The proposed changes on how a
referendum could be petitioned
for included: an issue that the senate has concl uded its deliberation
on and issue t h at th e senate
refused to discuss after the issue
was presented.
The constitutional revision was
brought forth in an attempt to clarify when a referendum vote was

After a lengthy debate , the
Facul ty Senate Tuesday voted
down a proposal that would alter
the petitioning process for faculty
referendums.
Several senate members argued
that the constitutional revision
would appear as an attempt to regul ate petitioning for a referendum.
"Any attempt to alter (Article
XIII) would be seen as an attempt
to regulate the participat ion of
facu lty," said senate member
A1me Zahlan. "If20 percent of the
faculty want to bring a frivolous
petition, then they have that right,
but I don' t see that ever happening."

appropriate in hopes of exhausting
other debate channels before calling for referendum votes, whi ch
have been dee med costly, said
Senate Chair Gail Richard.
Richard said venues such as
open forums and senate meetings
can be used to debate an issue
rather than petitioning for a referendum.
Matthew Monippallil, professor
of accounting and fina nce, said
the constitutional rev isions were
an unn ecessary move ment that
would detour overall faculty participation in the governance of the
university.
" There are other vehicles of
communication and debate, but if
the facu lty chooses petitioning
that is their right," he said.

Play proceeds go to AIDS students
Proceeds from tonight's "Wh at Rough Beast
Slouches" performance wi ll go toward Reach Out
Task Force on HIV/AIDS in memory of former
Eastern theater students who have died from AIDS.
The play wi ll be at 8 p.m. tonight on the
Mainstage of the Dounda Fi ne Arts Center.
The cost is $8 for genera l public , $6 for
faculty/staff and $3 .50 for students with Eastern ID.
At least a dozen former Eastern students have
died from AIDS since 1970. And in Coles County,

of the 19 AIDS cases, four are still living, according
to a press release.
The play is set in Berlin, Germany during the
1990s and foc uses on Kaiser William II an d a
homosexual relationship with his adviser.
According to the press release, the play is recommended for ad ult audiences only because the production contains strong use of language and adult
situations surroundin g homosexuality and homophobia.

Web animation colloquium scheduled
People interested in animation and computer technology can learn how to develop animation on the
World Wide Web.
The program titled, "Java and Physics Animation,"
will be held at 2 p.m. Thursday in Room 215 of the
Physical Science Building.
(The purpose) is to introduce people to the Java
program and how to use it to develop animation on
the World Wide Web," said Rachelle Bergmann, chair
of the physics department and presenter of the lecture.

Bergmann said she stalied working with Java in
August and has been trying to find ways to integrate
it into the classroom.
Java originated in 1994 by software engineers at
Sun Microsystems and allows applications to be distributed on the World Wide Web, according to a press
release.
Th e co ll oquium is being sponso red by the
Department of Physics and Faculty Development.
Admission is free and open to the public.
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Skate or die, dude
Jason Wilder, a sophomore history major, skateboards in ji-ont of the
Martin Luther King J1c Union Tuesday afternoon.
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345-2844

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
DELIVERY

2 Bedrooms
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489
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National title escapes Girl pleads guilty to planning
band K-Love &Blue break-in, robbery of own home
By DEANA POOLE
Activities editor
K-Love & Blue , a group
comprised of three Eastern students , did not place during the
finals of the Mastercard Acts
Talent Show in Philadelphia.
University Board chair Tom
Ryan said only the first, second
and third place winners were
announced and the rest of the
contestants' places were not
compiled.
Thaddeus " Blue" Searcy, a
freshman undecided major,
Ka le b " K-Love" Searcy, a
sophomore speech communications major, and Quentin Guy, a
graduate student who accompanies the group on piano, competed against 12 other groups
from schools across the country.

The Apportionment Board
approved $980 in student fees
on Feb. 6 to help fund the trip.
The group had originally
requested $1 ,169.
The first place winner was
awarded $15,000, and $10,000
was awarded to their school in
the form of a scholarship. KLove & Blue advanced to the
finals after being named the
Best New Talent of 1997 in the
Midwest in January and winning first place in the Midwest
Regional Semifinals.
The group won first place at
Eastern's Mastercard Acts held
last November, which landed
them a spot in the Chicago competition.
The members of K-Love and
Blue were in Philadelphia and
not available for comment.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP)- A
teen-age girl pleaded guilty
Tuesday to orchestrating a
break-in at her suburban home
in which her mother was severely beaten and robbed of cash,
jewelry and a Mercedes-Benz.
Marie Shanly, who recently
turned 17, could get 3 112 years
to seve n years in prison in
exchange for her plea, although
her lawyer is still trying to win
her youthful offender status and
a shorter sentence.
Renee Shanly, 50, who has
apparently reconciled with her
daughter, encouraged the plea
deal to spare her only child any
time behind bars, a prosecutor
said.
Mrs. Shanly was awakened
after midnight last Oct. 31 by
two masked intruders and pistol-whipped so severely that the

Woman charged with feeding bears
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Patricia Thomas doesn't
deny she fed bears outside her mountain cabin handpacked French vanilla ice cream.
There's even a photograph showing a bear lapping
it up on her porch.
If convicted of a misdemeanor nuisance charge,
she could face up to 30 days in jail and a $500 fme.
But her lawyers say the ice cream spree came before
a May 15 ordinance against bear feedings.
Feeding bears endangers people because the wild
animals lose their innate fear of humans, say game
officials, who accuse Ms. Thomas of feeding them
ice cream on July 4th, just three weeks before a bear
mauled a 16-year-old girl at a 4-H camp on another
part of Mount Lemmon.
Cadie Pruss, a game and fish officer, testified at a

hearing last month that an employee in a BaskinRobbins store told her Ms. Thomas "would buy 10 to
12 quarts of hand-packed French vanilla ice cream "
for the bears.
But Ms. Thomas' attorney, Bradford Brown, noted
that the officer did not ask the clerk when the sales
took place. He also argued that gan1e officials did not
follow the proper procedures to implement the nuisance ordinance.
A prosecutor, a justice of the peace and Ms.
Thomas' attorney will try to resolve the misdemeanor
charge of criminal nuisance at a settlement conference on Wednesday.
Game and Fish officials were out of the office
Tuesday and could not be reached for comment, and
Pruss did not immediately return telephone messages.

~
'
TED PRESS

gun's metal butt broke off. Left
tied up in a closet, she managed
to call 9 11 for help.
She was hospitalized for four
days with head wounds and a
broken nose.
Prosecutor Ken Hyland said
Marie admitted to arranging the
robbery by giving her boyfriend,
Richard Rivera, 18, and two 19year-o lds , Migue l Cubero and
Juan Vargas , the security code
to her mother 's home in
Pittsford, an affluent Rochester
suburb.
She also told them where
cash and jewelry were hidden ,

but never intended for her mother to get hurt, Hyland said.
The girl waited outside during the robbery and left with her
accomplices in her mother 's
1995 Mercedes.
Rivera , who to ld po lice he
served as a lookout, pleaded
guilty last month in exchange
for a five-year sentence and a
promise to testify truthfully
against the others.
Cubero and Vargas were
charged with burglary, robbery
and assault, and later with conspiring to kill Marie because
they feared she would talk to
police.
The teen-agers often spent
time at a vacant city house
drinking and using drugs , and
Marie hatched the robbery to
help her bo y friend pay off a
drug debt, authorities say.

Leopard may go extinct
because of new seaport
MOSCOW (AP) - The endangered Amur leopard will be driven
into extinction when a new seaport is built in Russ ia's Far East, a
Russian ecologist said Tuesday.
The leopard is a rare subspecies living in the Amur Forest in
Russia's southeastern corner. Environmentalists estimate there are
perhaps 100 Amur leopards left in the world and only 30 in Russia.
A new port being built on the borders of Russia, North Korea
and China will destroy the leopard 's habitat, Gennady Kolonin, an
expert with Russia 's State Ecology Committee, told The
Associated Press.
The leopards already are struggling with a declining number of
deer, their favorite prey, he said.

Associate Systems Engineer
Develops, codes, tests, and debugs new software or
enhancements to existing software. Works with technical
staff to understand problems with software and to resolve
them. Responsible for delivering business solutions to
clients by meeting short-term objectives. Focus is on
servicing client needs.

Marketing Representative
Generates new business from qualified leads and
maintains existing client base by managing customer needs.
Expands market awareness of company training center and
services while utilizing superior communication skills
needed to interact with high level contacts. Focus is on
servicing client needs.
Meet DC Systems Monday:~ March 10th from 7- Bp.m. in
the 1895 Room at the Student Union. Refreshments
provided. Interviews March 11 and 12.

DC SYSTEMS
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

Management Consulting • Technical Education • Business Products
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14 arrested U.S. warns Americans
for hazing living in Saudi Arabia
in Virginia Citizens threatened by terrorism
SALEM, Va. (AP) - Police
arrested 14 Roanoke College
students and four former students Tuesday after officers
found them holding down four
blindfolded students in an icy
creek in an apparent hazing.
"They said they were going
through a bonding experience,"
said police Lt. G .W. Roche.
"That's usually called hazing. "
The blindfolded students were
shivering but otherwise unhut1
after they were brought out of
the 37-degree, 6-inch-deep
Carvins Creek.
The young men told police
they belonged to the "CIA," or
Campus Interaction Association. Officials at the 1,800student private college said the
CIA was a defunct social group.
All 18 suspects were charged
with with trespassing, 10 with
hazing and four with public
drunkermess.
College spokeswoman Teresa
Gereaux said the college is
investigating. Punishment for
violating the student code of
conduct ranges from probation
to expu lsion.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Concerned about threats by a "well-known
tenorist, " the State Department is warning the 40,000 Americans living in Saudi Arabia to maintain a low profile and reduce travel within
the country.
Spokesman Glyn Davies said the warning resulted from an " accu mulation of signs and signals," including an interview given last
week by Osama Bin Laden, a Saudi billionaire with links to terrorist
groups.
According to Davies, Bin Laden threatened U.S. military personnel
in Saudi Arabia and also called for the expulsion of American citizens.
"All of this adds up ... to a suggestion that terrorist action may be
being planned against our interests in Saudi Arabia," he said.
He commented Tuesday hours after the U.S. Embassy in Riyadh
and American diplomatic missions elsewhere in Saudi Arabia issued
an announcement on the terrorist threat to Americans living in the
kingdom.
Both Davies and the embassy announcement said the embassy continues to receive repotts indicating possible surveillance or probes of
U.S. military or government facil ities, suggesting that planning by terrorists "continues unabated." Other officials said the terrorists could
stage a strike this week as a high-level Saudi delegation led by Deputy
Prime Minister Prince Sultan is holding meetings in Washington.
After a meeting Tuesday with President Clinton, the prince
acknowledged they had discussed the June 1996 truck bombing in
Saudi Arabia that claimed the lives of 19 American servicemen.
That attack, coupled with a previous bombing targeted at American
servicemen in late 1995, has dramatically heightened concern in the
administration not only about the security of Americans but also about
the stability of the Saudi monarchy.
Pentagon officials are still trying to determine whether U.S. commanders in Saudi Arabia should be punished for possible security
lapses.
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Corruption hinders drug war in U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Administration officials
acknowledged Tuesday that just-revealed ties between
Mexico's ousted anti-drug chief and narcotics kingpins
hinders the fight against drugs , a battle President
Clinton plans to spend $16 billion waging next year.
"There is a major cotruption problem at all levels (in
Mexico) - federa l, state and local," Robert Gel bard,
assistant secretary of state for narcotics affairs, told a
House panel.
The anest last week of Mexico 's newly installed
anti-drug official, Gen. Jesus Gutierrez Rebollo ,
because of his links to a major dmg trafficker "belied
previous assumptions that corruption was largely limited to the police," Gelbard said.
But there's a question of whether the administration
will let Mexico off with a slap on the wrist, despite the
general's arrest and the firing of 36 people who worked
with him at the national narcotics agency.
By March 1, the administration must certify whether
foreign governments are cooperating fully in the war
against drugs. If they are decettified, some of their for-

eign aid is withheld and, in the case of a close neighbor
like Mexico, that could lead to an uproar there.
Clinton, outlining his dmg plan at the White House,
didn't tip his hand on the issue. "We are committed to
cooperating with our friends in Latin America," he
said. " We want to cooperate with them, but we want
them to cooperate with us as well. " Republican and
Democratic lawmakers alike are urging him to decertify Mexico to demonstrate U.S. impatience with the
lack of cooperation in the dmg war.
But Gelbard interspersed his criticism of Mexico's
cmruption with praise for President Emesto Zedillo's
quick action in firing the anti-drug leader. He said
Mexico has progressed from a year ago, allowing
extraditions of two drug leaders to the United States,
among other things.
"We believe President Zedillo is nying to put serious, honest people in the government," he told the
House Govenunent Refmm and Oversight subcommittee on national security, intemational affairs and crin1inaljustice.

Polluters reach record levels in 1996
WASHINGTON (AP)
Environmental violators had a
tough year in 1996, with federal
regulators slapping more fines
than ever on polluters.
A record 262 criminal cases
were referred by the Environmental Protection Agency to
the Justice Department last year,
with $76.7 million in fines collected - more than double the
previous record - EPA officials
said Tuesday.

3 Private Bedrooms
Low Rent: $160 each
Low CIPS: $60 month
Appointments 345-4489

~21.

WOOD REAL ESTATE
Jim Wood, broker

" Strong enforcement underscores this administration ' s
commitment to protect our air,
our land , our water and our
health," said Steven A. Herman,
EPA assistant administrator for
enforcement and compliance.
Also at a record level in 1996
was the total of criminal, civil
and administrative fines and
penalties - $173 million from
557 referrals.
Herman attributed the rise to

a bigger budget, especially during the second part of 1996.
Efforts during the first half of
the year were hampered by the
shutdown of government as lawmakers haggled over the budget,
he said.
The agency also said new performance measures led polluters
to spend $1.49 billion to correct
violations and more offenders
can1e forth under the EPA' s vol untary disclosure programs.

Learn to talk to others about
ALCOHOL, DRUGS, SEX, CONDOMS,
& Other Health Related Topics
as a
Peer Educator
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

SPRING BREAK 97 . IT'S HEAVEN!! WAKE AND BAKE .. ... In the
hottest destination-Free parties!!!
Organize group and travel free .
Lowest price guarantee . From
$99 1-800-426-7710 WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS .COM
2/28
=s=p=R'"'"IN,..,G=--=B-=R-=E'"'"A.,.,K--:P""'A,.,.N"'"'A,.,.M-:-A:-C
: ITY
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPERBEACON BEACH RESORT 3
pools, 1 indoor pool , huge beachside hot tub, suites up to 10 people, tiki beach bar, home of the
worlds longest keg party. Free
info
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON .CO
M
2/27

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps . Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing , gymnastics , riflery, archery, tennis , golf,
sports , computers , camping ,
crafts , dramatics, OR riding . Also
kitchen , office , maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC . 1765 Maple ,
Nfld., IL 60093. 847-446-2444
5/2

3 BEDROOM REMODELED apt.
w/ washer + dryer, 1 block from
Old Main. 348-8792
2/28
:-:N.,-,1C""'E=-,---::c:-:-L-::0:--:S::-:E=---=T=-o=--c=-A-:-:-:-M:P U S
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148 .
5/5
7
:-:N-=-o'""W-:-:-:LEA=-:-:S::-:I:-:N-::-G-:F::-:O:-:R=--=FA
L:-:L---,-,:1997 .
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE TWO
BLKS FROM CAMPUS . Central
Air, WID . Private Backyard . 10 +
12 month leases . 348-8286
evenings.
2/28
7
A-:cV.~'A:-:I~LA
B:::cL:-:E:::--=FO=R-::9:::7:-:-9:-:8:-:-r=-w-o bedroom furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street No pets allowed . Call 3487746 for appointment.
5/5

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APT. for
next year. 620 5th ST. 348-0009
2/28
3"'",-,4-A'"'N'"'"D=--=s=-=B-=E:=Dc::R:--:O=-o::::-:-:M'""'h,.-o-u-se for
next school year. 348-0009
2/28
2:::-_-:::3--4:-=B-;:::E=D-:::R:-:::0'"'0::-::M~A:-::P~T'""S:-.-,-3 to 7
people , variety of locations and
prices. Call 345-2730
3/4

FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE-501
TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION , 3
BLOCKS
FROM
CAMPUS
THREE BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR
4 PERSONS . FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 345-6011
AFTER 5 :30 CALL 345-9462
ASK FOR LARRY
3/5

7Z=A~TLAN
~C~07L~L~E~G~E-=T~O~U~R~S~M~A

SPRING BREAK '97 From $404
(St. Louis Departures) Your Total
Package Included: Round-Trip
Airfare to Mazatlan 7 Nights Hotel
Accommodat i on Round Trip
Transfers to and from the Airport
College Tours STaff in Mazatlan
to assist you Free-Private
Cocktail Parties . . . and much ,
much more! For a Free
Informational Flyer Call Toll Free
1-800-571-5874 (www.collegetours .com)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/27

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
info call 301-429-1326
5/5
=E-=-A-=R-=-N~ $ 10~0~0~.-s---=s~T~U~F::-:F=ING
77

ENVELOPES! Send SASE for
application : Enterprise Marketing
P.O. Box 592061 Orlando , FL
32859
2/28
$"'".,..1o~o:-:o'""·s=--=p=-o=-s=s,..,lB~L-=E=--=T""'y=-p:1N G .
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for listings.
2/26
$;;:-1:;--;0;-;;0-::oO;-;:;
, S'""'P~O"""S;:::cS~I~B~L;::::-E-;:R'""E:-;;A-;:;:D IN G
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. R2262 for Listings.
2/26

Help Wanted
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3 ,000-$6,000+/MO in fisheries ,
parks ,
resorts .
Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options .
Call (919) 918-7767 ext 149.
2/26
7
-=c-=R.,-U""IS~E=-=S:-:-H'"'I=P=S-::H-:-:1-=R-:-:1N
G=---=E::-a·rn to
$2000 +/mo. plus free world travel (Europe, Caribbean , etc.) No
exp . necessary. Room/Board .
Ring (919) 918-7767, ext C149 .
2/26
:::07U'"'T""S~ID::-:E;:::-J-:-o=Bc;:S:--7N"""o-w---;h-::i'ring :
National Parks, Beach Resorts ,
Ranches , Rafting Co.'s Earn to
$12/hr.
+ great benefits !
Nationwide. Call (919) 918-7767
ext. R149 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2 /26

7
""B""R,--;:IA7N""''S:::-;:::P~LA
C=E;::::--:-N'""E:-;:E:-:::D'""S:-:W.:=:AIT-

RESS AND SECURITY Apply in
person. 2100 Broadway Mattoon .
234-4151 .
2/27
=-$.,.,10~0'""0.,-' s-:P=-o=-s=-s=-1-=B.,...L=E-=T:::-Y""IN'""G=-. Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for Listings.
2/26

Roommates
NEEDED : Female roommate .
Call 348-1942
2/28
;:::R-:::0:-:::0::-:-M""'M,.,.A"""T""E;:::-,.N""E=-::E=-::D::-=E=-::D::-:;T""O,-share
3 bedroom house in Mattoon . Call
235-9531 ask for Mike, or leave
message
2/27
1-:0::-:R=-=2""N,..,/""S~F=E""'M:-::A-:-L-::E:-r-o_o_m-mates

7

needed to share 3 bdrm . apt for
fall ' 97 + spring '98 . Call 5812340. Patti
2/26
=R-=o-=o'""M-:-:M'7A-:-:T==E=--=O:-::R=--=R-=o-=o'""M-:-:M:-:-:ATES
WANTED to share apt/house for
97-98 school year. Serious students , Male or Female . No
Reefer heads . Call between
11 :30 p.m. and 8 a .m. 581-3560.
3/5

Sublessors
SUBLESSOR NEEDED : #BR
House close to campus- Now till
May 31st. $125 a month+ utilities
345-9253
2/26
~S7:U:-:::B:-:-L-:::E:-::S:-::S:-::O~R~N:-:-:=E=E-:::D-:::E:-;:D:--'F 0 R
SUMMER. 2 bedroom apt. , furnished , garage, close to campus .
Call 345-0218
2/28
::::S""'U:-:::B:-:-L-:::E:-:::S:-::S:-::O~R;:::------,N-;-;E=-E=D ED :
Immediately Rent Negotiable .
Call after 5:00 348-6457.
3/3
=s:-:u=B.,..,LE=-s"'"'s"'"'o"'"'R=-=-N""E:-::E:-::D:-::E:-::D,-,-,.IM""'M-=EDIATELY! 2 Bd/2 bath apt. WID furnished . Trash , water included .
Call 345-5197/345-3203.
2/28
2;;:--;:S7
U;;::B~LE:=:S:::-:S::-::O::-::R::-::S~N:=:EE:=:D:::-:E=-;D::-F 0 R
SUMMER 97 . 2 Bedroom furnished apartment close to campus. Call 345-4398 .
3/4

:-LA-;-';:::'R~G-:::E~3~B-:::E-=D:-::R~O~o=-M~-=-=-FU.RNISHED APARTMENT IN PARKPLACE available for Intercession
and Summer. Extremely close to
campus. 348-7664.
- - - - - - - - - 2/28
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Classified Ad Form
Name:
---------------------Address : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) - - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor ______
Amount due:$ ______

no. words/days
Payment:

0 Cash

0 Check

Credit

Check number

Phone : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run

-------------------

Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each con secutive day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libel ous or in bad taste.

~';::::7-::~-=-===--=-::::-:-::-:-::-:-=--:-'75/5

FURNISHED , SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997 . 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking available . Reasonable utilities . Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
5/5
7
=FU~R=-:-:N:-::IS:-:-H:-::E:-:::D~.-:::s-=PA
C~IO~U-:-:S=-4-:-=BED-

ROOM , 2 BATH , 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees . Off street parking
available . Reasonable utilities .
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531 .
5/5
~07
N;;:::E~B""E~D=R~O:-:::O::-:-M~A-::P:::T:::S:. ~Ac;;ll-utili-

ties (except phone & cable)
included. Unfurnished. 11 1/2 mo.
lease , off street-parking . NO
PETS! NO PARTIES! Quiet people only. One person : $385 .00
Two people : $200 per person .
345-6759 .

-=--~-:-7:::--::--:::-:=-=-:=--::--:::-:-:--:--=-:-5/5

1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS close to campus . Call
Oldtowne. 345-6533.
3/15

:-:LI-:-N:-::C:-::O~L7N~W~O~O~D--=P~IN~ET~REE

Furnished apartments , patios ,
balconies , air, pool , sundeck ,
close to campus , 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
7
:-LA
R~G-:::E~1~B:-:::E:::D:-::R~O=-O=-:cM:-A7:::'PA~RT-

MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363 .
5/5
:-LA-;-;::R~G-=E~2-:B:-::E::-:D::-:R=-o=o-:-M-;--::T::::O:-:-::WNHOUSE FOR 2 , 3 , OR 4 PEOPLE . Furnished . Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363 . Apartments available.
5/5

7
4-=--=B=E=D-=R:-:::O:-:O=-M~-:-H:-:::O:-:U
S=-E=-~1606

11TH , close to campus . 1-3
Bedroom Apartments . 415
Harrison Ave . 348-5032.
3/13
=s:-:U~M~M~E~R=-::'9~7=--=0~N~L7Y~.-=F~u-rn-,-is~h.ed5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.
5/5
:-LEA=--:-~S""IN-:-G;::--;F=-:O:ocR;::--;F=-:A:-:L-:-L: -;F:-u-rn-:i-s'hed
apartments , no pets , call for
appointment Mon-Fri 8-5, Sat 912 345-7286 .
2/28
::::S""'U7M'""M""'E""R;::-;O::-:N'""L'"'7Y. -::0:-n-e-:f:-u-rn..,.is....,.h.ed 4
BDR Apt. One efficiency. Ph .
345-7225
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/14

1 Conspiracy
8 Thundering
11 Quipster
14Dimin ish
15 Stir up, in a way
18 B illy Joel's
" - - to
Extremes"
17 Limited group?
190riental
absolute
20 Kind of steel
21 Astronaut in
1996 news
23 Undercover
operative
24 " Frasier "
character
25 Communion
dishes
28 Like TV's Jaime
Sommers

A-:cV.:-:'A::-ci::-L-:-A~B"""L~E-::F::::O:-:::R::-::::97:::--""'9"'"8--::0:-n-e-:-b· ed-

room furnished apartment. 12
month lease . Water and trash
included . $340/month. 947 4th
street No pets allowed . Call 3487746 for appointment.
5/5
"""LA""'R::::G:::cE=--::o3"&-:4;-;B""'E::-:D::-::R::-::O::-::O::-:M~F-:::;-;:OR 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER , GARBAGE DISPOSAL . TRASH PAID . AVAILABLE
FALL 97 . 345-2363.
5/5
:-:V;::::-E""R~Y-:L~A~R:::-G"""E;::::--:3=----;:B:-::E:-;:D:-::R~OOM

FURNISHED APARTMENT. Can
be leased for Summer or 97-98
school year (9 mo.) or both. Call
345-3664 after 10 a.m.
2/28

C~H-:::E-:::C7
K,-O~U:::R~H-:::O-:-U:-::S:-:-IN:-:-:::G-:L~IST!

Apartments for 1, 2, or 3 tenants.
Good locations, good prices. Lists
available at Century 21 Wood
R.E. , 1512 A Street, Jim Wood ,
broker.
2/28
,..,Lo=-v'""E""L..,.Y7 2=--=B-;:::E=D=R-:::O:-:::O:-:-M-:--:-A=PT=. for 2
girls. Close to EIU , Call CAMPUS
RENTALS, 345-3100 between 39 p.m.
2/28
:-LA:-:R=-G=-E=--::4-=B~E=-=D:-::R:-:O=-o=-M:-7'7U""P~S=TAI RS
APT. FULLY FURNISHED , CARPETED AIC BATH WITH SHOWER PREFER 4 STUDENTS OR
FAMILY. LEASE & DEPOSIT
REQUIRED 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/5

:-:U:-:N~FU~R;:;-N~I~S7:H~E=D7H~O~U-:-:S'""E:-;:S;-;F~O·R3

OR 5 clean , non-smoking
females . Near campus . Year
lease. 345-2564.
2/27
::::-3-::B;:-;:E=-::D;:-;R""'0:::-0=-M~A:-:P~A'""'R""'T""M""'E""N='T furnished . 2 blocks from campus . 10
month lease . Available Fall 97.
345-3401 , 345-2263 or 348-8851 .

7:-:7:-:-'7-::::-::::-:-:-:-:-:~=-=--:-'2/27

AVAILABLE IN MAY-Apartments
require one year lease, no pets,
deposits and references . Two
bedroom close to EIU-stove ,
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
microwave , patio and private
parking : $460/month . Water and
trash furnished . Two room studio
apartment close to EIU-stove ,
refrigerator, microwave and private
parking : $300/month
includes water and trash . One
bedroom apartment-stove, refrigerator, private parking and patio:
$315/month. Two bedroom apartment-garage , screened patio ,
stove, refrigerator and gas grill :
$400/month includes water and
trash . Call J . P. Furlong Co,
Realtor 345-8600.

::-;-:-.,-:::-:-:=--:--:::~=:-:=:-=-.,...--:-2/27

SINGLE APARTMENT, includes
util ities except electricity. $250
per month . Call Dave , 345-2171
between 9-11 a.m .
---------'2/26

31 Academy
student
32 Prearrange
35 Suede feature
36 Straw hats
38 Part of a name
on a menu
39 Surprising " gift"'
40 Th is comes in
as March goes
out
41 Quite some
distance off
42 Gofer's
as signment
44 Joan of Arc , e .g .
46 Salon treatment
46 Figures
49 Gentle as - so Unexpected
55 Malaysian
export

=-R-=E7
N:::T~A"""L----=p=-=R=-o=-p=-=E=RTY-

CHARLESTON : TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APT. LEASE
& DEPOSIT REQUIRED . PHONE
345-6011 AFTER 5:30 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/5

clips

;:::R-::O:-:O~M:-::-:::S~F:-::O:-::R~R=E7N"'T:--W~omen

only. Summer $159/mo. 1997-98
sem . $220/mo Utilities included.
Large house , fully furnished . 1
block from union . Central A/C .
Pat Novak (630) 789-3772.
3/5
47-:B::-;E::-:D~R"'"o=o-:-M77H;-;:O:-:U"'"'S~E=-.-G=o·O D
LOCATION . One Block north of
campus. $200/person 4 or 5 people . 10 mo. lease. No Pets. Call
345-6621 .
3/5

=G~IR""'L-::S:-:-::2:-B"""E~D~R=o-:::O-:-M:-.-:-N~I~CELY

FURNISHED
APARTMENT.
Trash and water paid . 10 month
lease. 345-5048.
2/26
=-R-=E"'"N""T""A"""L---:P::cR::-0-=-=P-=E=-=R=-=T=-=Y"""---=E'F F 1CIENCY APT. LOCATED AT 501
1/2 TAYLOR IN CHARLESTON .
FULLY FURNISHED, AVAILABLE
MAY 15 , 1997 . LEASE &
DEPOSIT REQUIRED . PHONE
345-6011 AFTER 5:30 CALL 3459462.
3/5

EPSILON S IGMA ALPHA meeting t o night at 5 :30 p .m . in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room. Paddle Exchange. Call Becky if you cannot attend
L ATIN AMERICAN ST UDENT ORGANI Z ATI ON w eekly meeting
tonight at 6 p.m . in the Martinsville room . Everyone is encouraged to
attend !
ACS CH EMISTRY CLUB meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in PS 415. We
will see the Magic Show rehearsal in Phipps Lecture HaiL
NEWMA N CA THO LI C CENTER Ma ss tonight at 9 p .m . at the
Newman Chapel , located at the corner of 9th and Lincol n. Mass wi ll
be a Memoria l Mass for Fr. Bob Meyer's dad who died.
NEWMA N CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connecti on tonight at 5 p.m . at
the Newman Cathol ic Center.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Balloon Project tonig ht at 7 p.m.
Meet at Newman by 6 :45 for ride to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center.
THE COUNSELING CENTER Semi nar "A re You W alki ng in Your
Shadow.. ." presented by Todd Hei nen, Counsel ing Center today at
noon in the Kansas room- Union. Do you feel like someone is directing your life and yo u are just sitting back and watching? Come learn
to gain control and not wa lk in the mi st of your shadow.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Bible Stu dy tonig ht at 9 p.m.
in the Immanuel Lutheran Church. Topic is relationsh ips.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Charleston Manor Service Project meet at the
rock by 4 :15p.m .
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Service Comm ittee meeting at 6 p.m . in the
APO office ; Membership meeti ng at 6 :30 p.m . in Lawson lobby;
Fundraising Committee meeting at 7 p.m . in the A PO offi ce; Exec
Board meeting at 8 p.m. in the APO office.
IAEA Mandatory meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m . in FAA 302. Discuss: Jr
High Workshop , Teacher Conference, Renaissance fair.
LGBAU wi ll have an Action Committee meeting at 7:30 p.m., and a
general meeting at 8 p.m., both in the Greenup room. We will discuss
the Conference. Everyone is welcome .

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No cl ips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.

58 "'The Island of
the Day Before "'
author
59 Broadcast
60 Bristles
61 Consult
62 Unkempt
63 Discernment

DOWN
1 Stadium
souven irs
2Biind as - 3 Theda the vamp
4 Now and then
5 Inaugural Rock
and Roll Hall of
Fame inductee
&Jibe
7 Flagwoman?
8 Circus cries
9 Elvis 's "' A Fool
Such - -"'
10 Moves in the
garden
29 Time to beware
11 Sorcery
31 "The Postman
12 "' Not - - !"
Always Rings
13 Former Philly
Twice " author
mayor Wilson
33 "Now - -me
down .. . "
18 Right-angle
joints
34 Actress who
played
22 News inits .
Tootsi e' s
24Activist
tootsi e
25 Loblolly, e.g .
360newhom
2& Down w ith : Fr.
Pilate pardoned
27 Harrison
37
Kind of history
sobriquet
41 Uzbek lake
28 Like som e
breath
43 Hoops target

44 Sportscaster
Albert
45 Bear witness
46 Clotho and
Lachesis
47 Author Walker
48 To whom "' my
heart belongs "

50 Resentful
51 Pigeon -- 52 Political
suffixes
53 Spiffy
54 Jubilation
57 Golfer's
concern
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Marines: Bowe refused to train Eastern Kentucky
head coach resIgns
I

PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. (AP) - Did he march or
didn't he? Did he polish his boots and run the obstacle course, or simply throw in the towel? The ballyhooed bout featuring Riddick Bowe and the U.S.
Marine Corps appears to have ended with a split
decision.
The former heavyweight champion left Marine
Corps boot camp last week after telling his drill
instructor and battalion commander the regimen was
too strict, that he missed his family and that he
wished he'd enlisted when he was younger.
At the time, the Marines said they tried to talk the
29-year-old multimillionaire into staying and continuing his quest to join the Marine Corps Reserves.
But in Tuesday's Washington Post, base
spokesman Maj. Rick Long said the Marines booted
Bowe because he refused to train.
"There were a lot of occasions when he was told to
do something and he just said, 'No, I' m not going to
do it. "' Long to ld the newspaper. "It's just obstinacy,
that's all. "
But Long told The Associated Press on Tuesday:
"Tdid not say it was just obstinacy. I wouldn ' t classify it as obstinacy. He had difficulty with the day-today regimen." And he said he knew of no instances
where Bowe outright refused to follow orders.
" ! didn't say he was a problem," Long said. "I said

he had problems with the day-to-day being told what
to do, when to do it and how fast to do it. " Rock
Newman, Bowe's manager, said from Las Vegas that
Long called him this morning to "apologize for the
fact that he was misrepresented, misquoted and mischaracterized."
Said George Solomon , sports editor of The
Washington Post: "We have our notes and we stand
by our story completely." Long said Bowe 's decision
to leave was a "two-way process" made by Bowe
and the Corps.
He said he was concerned about reports that Bowe
had requested to leave and the Marines tried to talk
him into staying. He said Marine officials spoke with
Bowe and agreed it would be best he leave.
"He didn 't want to be a Marine and he was having
trouble adapting," Long said. "The bottom line is if
you don 't want to be a Marine, you won 't be one."
Long told the newspaper it became obvious Bowe
was a "problem" recruit during his initial five days
after processing and that his behavior became worse
Feb. 18 when he refused to train.
He said normally a small percentage of recruits
refuse to train and eventual ly are allowed to leave.
Usually they are assigned to what is called the "casua! platoon" and wait a week to 10 days for paperwork to be processed before they are sent home.

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - Mike Calhoun, head coach at Eastern
Kentucky the last five years, resigned after a meeting with athletic
director Robert Baugh, both said Tuesday.
"He just hasn 't been able to get things going the way he would
like to or the way I would like to see him do," Baugh said.
Calhoun had a 58-77 record at Eastern Kentucky, including 8-18
this season, a year that saw the Colonels fmish tied for ninth in the
10-team Ohio Valley Conference and fail to qualify for the league's
postseason tournament.
Neither Baugh nor Calhoun would say whether he was asked to
resign at Monday's meeting. Both would only say it was Calhoun's
decision.
But Calhoun, 48, said he would have liked the opportunity to
coach for another year.
"After the discussion, I felt like it was in the best interest of the
university to res ign," he said.
Calhoun became head coach in 1992 when Mike Pollio left to
become an assistant ath letic director at Louisville. That was
Calhoun's best season as the Colonels finished 15-12 and tied for
second place in the OVC.
The school said a search committee would take applications
through April 1, with the next coach to step in July 1.

Cubs' Sandberg trying to help rookie be a part of team
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Ryne Sandberg
knows as well as anyone what it's like to
suffer as a rookie. He also knows the fornmla for success.
But he says Kevin Orie's teammates will
play a big pmt in deciding whether the rookie third baseman succeeds tllis season.
"What we have to do with Kevin is make
him feel like he's a part of the club and help
him relax," Sandberg said.
"He's got good skills in the field and at the
plate, but then he' ll have to adjust to the new

pitchers and learn a new league.
"That takes time, but if you don't give a
guy a chance and stick with him when he
struggles, how are you ever going to know if
he can play?" Sandberg had many a sleepless night in April 1982 when, as a muchheralded 22-year-old, he began his majorleague cm·eer with a 1-for-32 streak.
Despite the tough beginning, Sandberg
finished the season hitting .271 with 7
homers, 54 RBI, 103 runs scored and 32
steals.

If the Cubs get that kind of production
from Orie, they ' ll be thrilled.
Mark Grace watched Gary Scott sh·uggle
and fail in 1991 and ' 92, but he thinks the
circumstances are a bit different with Orie.
"Gmy was rushed to the majors and that
hurt him, and then they quit on !lim when he
sh·uggled," Grace said. "IfKevin isn't ready,
I don't think he' ll be rushed. But I think he' ll
be ready." Sandberg said Orie will have to
greet many new challenges, and there ' s
much more to adjusting to the majors than

meets the eye.
"You have to learn all tl1e new cities and
the stadiums and get used to playing in front
of 40,000 people, instead of 400 people,"
Sandberg said. "The first few years are a
constant battle mentally and you have to be
comfmtable and relaxed or the game will eat
you alive.
"Each year you go to spring training, at
the beginning of your career, hying to establish yourself a little more, until you get to a
point where you feel like you belong."
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Personals

NIKON SG CAMERA WITH 3
LENSES AND CASE. $250 obo.
Call 348-0071 . Ask for Mindy.
3/4
s=--=E.,..,Iz=-=E=-=D=---=c--=-A-=R:-::s,........,f=-ro-m--=$...,.1.7 5.
Porsches, Cadillacs , Chevys ,
BMW's, Corvettes . Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
Current listings.
2/26

Build up your resume , gain
speaking experience, meet new
people and expand your horizons. Don't join the armed forces ,
BECOME A PEER EDUCATOR!! !
Attend tonight's info meeting to
be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Casey
Room or the University Union. If
you can't make it, call 7015 and
ask to speak with Eric.
2/26
=s-:-A-=c-=-H:-::E:-:-L-::0:--:R::-/:-::E:::T:::T:::E=----=G:-:-:IF T S ,
GAGS, GAMES, & CARDS NOW
AT GRAND BALL! 609 SIXTH ,
CHARLESTON. 345-2617.
2/28
=E""N-=T-=E-=R-=TA..,...,..,.IN-:-:-M-:-:E~N""T=!:-1-:---=-9"'"00,....-6 565800, Ext. 3455 SPORTS INFO,
HOROSCOPES , FINANCIAL
INFO ,
MOVIE
REVIEWS.
$2.99/min ., must be 18+, Serv-U
(619) 645-8434.
2/28
-=G--=o,.,.V""'T=--=F=-=o=-=R=-=E=-c=-L:-0=-s=E=D-:h-o me s
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax , Repo's, REO 's. Your Area .
Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext.
H-2262 for current listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/26

CARISSA BARR: Thanks so
much for everything! I'm so glad
your my mommy, cuz you're the
BEST! Tau love and mine, your
kid do
2/26
M:--:-:-A-:-N:-::D:-:-Y.,....-,S""I:-:-M-:-:P=-:S::-0:::--:-:N--:::O:-::F=-· PH I
SIGMA, I'm so glad to have you
as my Saph. Sis . Love Always ,
Sandi!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/26

CONGRATULATIONS TO LOMBARD OF SIGMA NU for achieving
that
well
earned
Commander's Salute!
2/26
A-:--::::csT=:-=T=-:h-a-n.,...ks--,-to-al::-1-e-xe-c-.7board
and everyone else who helped
me during this rough time . You
are all the BEST! Tau Love and
mine, Meg.
--------~2/26

Lost & Found
FOUND in December: prescription bi-focal sunglasses in Tarble
Arts Center. 581-2787
:--=--=-=,.---:=----:--:-=----:----:-:---2/26
LOST: Beige I.D . holder with
drivers license and credit card.
Call Josi at 348-5358.
2/28
=-FO~U~N~D: ~K~E~Y~W~/~P~IN~K~+~BLUE

PLASTIC KEY CHAIN . Contact
581-3018 to claim.
2/28

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS! !! NO REPAYMENTS ,
EVER !!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$ FOR INFO : 1-800243-2435.
2/28
=E,..,.IU.,...,...,H-=E....,.A""LT=H:-:--:A:-:-N-:-::D::--:-:W-:::E=-:-L-:-L7-:N ESS
WEEK March 10-14 . Anyone
interested in sponsoring or creating a program, please call Holly
581-7015.
-;;-;---;-:----:-----;-;----c;::--"-;--;::::-2/2 7
Advertise in the Daily Eastern
News Classified Section. Call
581-2812
HA/00
E:-::S:::~""A=B""'Lic:::S""Hc:E-=D-:B::-A::-:N-:-:D::--:-LO:::OOKI NG
FOR A FULL TIME BAND MANAGER with a business or marketing related major. Earning potential is unlimited. If interested call
(217) 348-1132 .
2/27
:-L0:::-0;::-:-,-K:-:-1N""G'""F=-cO""R=-:::S""O:-:-M-:-::E:-::0::-::N-:-:E=-:SPECIAL? Call 1-900-825-7970, Ext.
3490. Meet singles now. Must be
18+, $2 .99/min. , Serv-U (619)
645-8434.
--------~2/28

Doonesbury

Need Extra $$$$?
Sell Your Unwanted
Items In The Daily
Eastern News
Classified Section.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

~BUT !TCOUW8C A

TRICK f A51< HIM TO NAM£

ON£ 7HING IN t.!F/3 iHAT!i
MOR/3 /MPOI<TANT 7HAN

~-..,.--'

Personals
SIGMA PI ' S: Get ready to
Jamac .. . us ... crazy Thursday
Night at Ted 's! Love the women
of Alpha Gamma Delta.
2/26
"'D-;:=E;--::LT;:-;A:-C~H;-;:IS:-,-;::G,-ra~b_y_o_u_r""tie-s and
get ready to party tonight! Love,
the Alphas.
::::-:-:-=::-:-:-:-:-=--:-:----:-:---2/26
SHIREMAN : Don't ever throw any
of your boxes away! Whatever,
Brian! Love Ags.
-:--:-::-:--:::-::::-:-=:-:-=:-:--:::-----:--2/26
JAY BRADLEY-Congrats! I' m
very proud of you! Love Rachel.
:-:-::=:-:--::-:=::-=::-::;;---;---;----,--2/26
HEY MOSES-Thanks for letting
me beat you in pool! Sorry
Mattheau-Lemon's Sister.
2/26
=To=-=T=-:H-,-:E::--:-M-:-::E=-:-N.,-,--::O""F:-S=-1:-::G:-:-M-:-A:-C HI :
Thank you, again, for the wonderful breakfast! We had a great
time! Love , the Ladies of Alpha
Phi.
2/26
""LI"""N;;:;D:-;-:Y:-A:;-;N:-;;D:;-:-H:-::E:-;A-:;::T;--;H-;:=E;::;-R-;O=F PH I
SIGMA, Thanks again for everything . I love you tons. Love, Sandi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/26

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

HEVYOU,
~iAT IT.

THISISTHi

8RIPLE

SUITE
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PANTHERS
victory.
Wiggins said being at the line
late in the game was nothing
new.
"I was kind of nervous, but
I've been in big games before,"
he said . "Thi s was a big game
for us. It means a lot. I didn't
want the season to end now."
Wiggins scored 13 secondhalf points.
Tech did have to come fro m
behind to take the victory.
Eastern (9-10, 12-15) was up
78-75 with less than 4 minutes
to play. Guard Ri ck Kaye drove
inside to put the Panthers up by
thr ee, but the Go ld en Eag les
scored inside and at the foul line
to overtake Eastern.
Eastern head coach Rick
Samue ls sa id hi s tea m played
like it should have.
"(Our) kids played with great
heart," he said. " We came back
from a tough ho le in the first
half. We did a good job defensive ly. We j u st didn't get a
break in the en d. "
The second half opened with
Tech' s two-point lead , and the
teams began trading baskets.

frompage 12

F reshman guard Marc Polite
scored 10 of the Panthers ' first
15 points in the second frame,
an d 7- foot -1- inch center Lorenzo Coleman sank 12 of Tech 's
first 18 points.
For the game , Co le man
scored 26 points in 39 minutes
of play.
" It was great that I was able
to score," Coleman said. "I just
wanted to help our team however I could ."
The Panthers took their firs t
lead si nce early in the game on
two Kaye free throws. His shots
put Eastern up 76-75 with 4:09
to play.
But Wiggins scored five
points in the fina l 2:3 0 to help
Tech pull off the win.
Wiggins we nt d ow n wit h
back pain at the 18:27 mark in
the first half.
Accord ing to th e forward, it
took a little more than medicine
to get him back in the game.
" It ' s m y last game, a nd I
asked the Lo rd to take away
some of the pain, and He did ,"
Wiggins said.
The outsi de game was not a

LADY PANTHERS
Swisher leading the way with a
game-high 22 points. Allison
Osborn added 21 in the victory.
Eastern held OVC scoring leader
Am y Kieckbu sc h to on ly six
points.
" We played great defense
against her," Klein said.
The game was won from the
three-point line, as Morehead was
.500 on 12 of 24 shooting from
the arc. This compared to Eastern
going 5 for 13 from three land.
One bright spot for the
Panthe rs was the three-point
shooting of Patzner, who hit three
of them.
" Angi e played well ," Klein
said. " She came off th e bench
and hit some big shots. That's
good because we need that from
her."
E astern did out- rebound
Morehead 39-33. The Panthers
were led in rebounding by Probst,
who had nine, whi le Garbova had
eight.
Before Eas tern could blink,
Morehead was s hooting up
another three in the first half.

The Daily Eastern News

1997 OVC Men's Tournament
Friday
(Nashville)

Tuesday
(at site of higher seed)

#2 Murray State 76

#1 Austin Peay 106
7:30p.m.
#1 Austin Peay
#8 Morehead St. 83
7 p.m.

#4 Tenn. Tech
#

#2 Murray State

7 p.m.

#7 Tennessee St. 63
3 p.m.

vs.

#3 Middle Tenn. 89
#3 Middle Tenn.

#4 Tenn. Tech

7:30p.m .

Tuesday
(at site of higher seed)

Friday
(Nashville)

7 p.m.

5 E. Illinois

#6 SEMO

74

Championship game
7 p .m . Saturday
tremendous help to either team.
The Panthers shot 7 of 20 from
beyo nd the arc (Pol ite hit 3 of
5), and Tech was 5 fo r 10 from
three-point land.
Eastern was ab le to pull within two points at the half because
of Co leman ' s ineffectiveness
and turnovers.
With the Panthers down 2713 more than 1 I minutes into

the h a lf, Co lem an committed
two consecutive turnovers and a
fou l. Eastern tu rned those miscues into six points.
From that point until the end
of the half, th e Panthers
outscored the Go lden Eagles 136 to pull within two at 37-35.
The Go ld en Eagles shot 59
percent in the first half while the
Panthers were he ld to 42 per-

cent.
A key to Tech 's early success
was t h e p la y of r ese rve E ri c
Atkins. The freshman center hit
4 of 6 sho ts an d 3 of 5 f r ee
throws for 11 points.
With Co leman and Atkins in
the middle, the Panthers had difficu lty in the early going bu t
adjusted and made a run to get
back into the game.

frompage l 2

Morehead was 6 of 10 shooting
in the first half from three land
while Eastern was 2 of7.
After being down 22-5 ,
Eastern went on a 17-7 run to cut
the lead to 29-22. Important in
this run were seven points by
P atzn e r and four from both
Probst and Garbova. A three by
Griffith and a layup by Swisher
brought the lead up to 12 before
Eastern cut the lead to 37-28 at
halftime.
Eastern used the three to its
advantage early in the second
half. The Panthers started off the
way they left the first frame, cutting the Morehead lead to 40-37.
Coming off a Morehead timeout,
E astern took a 45-44 lead on
three s by the Patz ner and
Garbova.
Two straight threes by Osborn
cut the Eastern lead to one at 5655 with 7:43 left.
Morehead took a 66-61 lead
behind two threes by Griffith and
one by Osborn, and Eastern could
not respond.
It was a three-point lead with

1997 OVC Wom en's Tour nam en t
Friday
(Nashville)

Friday
(Nashvil le)

# 1 E . Kentucky

#2 Tenn. Tech

Tuesd ay
(at site of hig her seed)

# 1 E. Kentucky 69
6 p.m.

#2 Tenn. Tech 72

#8 Tennessee St. 60

#

5:30 p.m.

# 7 Murray State 61

#4 Morehead St. 72

1 p.m.

9 p.m.

vs.

#3 Austin Peay 59
#6 Middle Tenn.

#4 Morehead St.

6 p.m.

Tuesday
(at site of higher seed)

5 E. Illinois 6 7

5:30p.m.

#6 Middle Tenn. 60
Championship game
3 p.m. Saturday

II seconds left when Swisher hit
two free-throws to put the game
away.
In OVC Tournament final four
now includes:
• Morehead, which now goes to
Nashville, Tenn., on Friday.
•
No.
!- see de d Eastern
Kentucky, which beat Tennessee

State 69-60 on Tuesday. Eastern
Kentucky will take on Morehead
at I p.m. Friday for a reservation
at th e championsh ip game on
Saturday in Nashville.
• No. 6 seed Middle Tennessee,
which up set No. 3 seed Austin
Peay on Tuesday in a dramatic
60-59 win.

• A nd No. 2 seed Te nn essee
Tec h , w hi ch kn ocke d Murray
State ou t of t h e tourney on
Tu esday by a mark of 72-61.
Tech wi ll face Middle Tennessee
at 9 p.m. Friday in Nashville for
the rights to battle the victor of
the Morehead-Eastern Kentucky
contest.

University Board Human Potential Committee

C:ET .. E

~I·E:S:

African American Heritage Month With

''

EDIE''
Mrican Storyteller

Come listen and enjoy ''Mama Edie,, a s
she p resents "M e ssages f r o m Af rica and
t h e Caribbean t h ro ugh Sto ry and Song.,,
She will mesmerize t he audience wit h her
s torytelling and music.

Wednesday February 26,1997
7:00pm University Grand Ballroom
$1 for Students with I.D. $3 for General Public
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Oilers take step for move
HOUSTON (AP) - The Houston Oilers took
their first step toward moving to Tennessee a year
earl y when the Harris Co unty commissioners
approved their $5.25 million buyout offer.
T he Oilers w ill be free to leave should they
reach an agreement with the city and their leaseholder Astrodome USA.
"We' re more than happy to talk with the Oilers if
they want to call us and attempt to work something
out," Astrodome USA president Mike Puryear
said. "There are two issues that we need to resolve,
and I think they are aware of what issues. "
One issue is a pending lawsuit over the cancell ation of a preseason game last year am id controversy over the Astrodome's playing surface; the other
is the remaining year on the Oilers' lease.
"I don ' t think we need to call them," Puryear
said. ·· We think the ball's in their court."
Oilers spokesman David Pearson said the team
would maintain its policy of no comment.
The four commissioners and Harris Co unty
Judge Robert Ecke ls, the county ' s top executive,
said little before unanimously confirming the deal
that wou ld pay the county $3 .75 million and turn

over the deed to the Oilers ' $1.5 million practice
faci lity.
The Oilers drew small crowds in the Astrodome
last season as a lame-duck team planning to move
to Nashville after the 1997 season.
The team offered $50,000 to the city last week
after Mayor Bob Lanier said he wanted to settle for
$500,000. The two sides hardly have talked since.
On Tuesday, La ni er called the agreement
between the county and the Oilers "financially satisfactory." But he said he 's waiting for Astrodome
USA to give the nod.
"I'd like to be sure the two major financial parties are satisfied before signing off on any agreement," he said.
A deal between the Oilers and Astrodome USA
suggested last month was thrown out after Lanier
demanded the team pay the city and county as well.
The Oilers wo uld have given $1.2 million to
Astrodome USA, owned by Houston Astros owner
Drayton McLane Jr. , and withdrawn a $2.5 million
claim for revenue lost when the NFL canceled a
1995 preseason game because of problems with the
artificial turf.

dvertise
With

Instant replay may come back
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - The NFL
is again trying to find a way to
mak e in stant replay part of its
games.
The league's competition committ ee , m eeting in Tampa in
preparation for the general meetings in two weeks , is studying
the results of an experiment during the exh ibi tion season last
year. It woul d apply only to out
of bounds and scoring plays.
It's a lso study in g a broader
propo sa l su bmitte d by the
Washington Redskins that would
apply to all possession plays. But
the Redskins have submitted a
replay proposal since the system
was voted out after the 1991 season and it has yet to be approved.
Replay was in effect for six
seasons (1986-91 ). It was

dropped largely because teams
felt it lengthened games and left
offic ial s tentative as a result of
the extra scrutiny.
Last year, there was no vote on
replay ei th er by the owners or
the seven-memb er competition
committee. But with the agreement of the committee, commissioner Paul Tagliab ue instituted
an expe rim e nt w ith a limited
replay system, that was tried in
10 nationally televised ex hibi tions.
It was limited to scoring plays
and allowe d coaches two challenges per half with the referee
making the decision based on his
view of the play from a monitor
on the si de lines. If the referee
rejected the chall enge, the team
loses a timeout.

The system no w b e in g reviewed by the competition committ ee could be broader than
that. But it needs approval by 23
of 30 teams to go back in, meaning only eig ht t eam s have to
oppose it.
"We look at everything that 's
being proposed and try to find
the best co mbination ," sai d
George Young, general manager
of the New York Giants and the
committee 's co-chairman along
wit h Green Bay coac h Mike
Holmgren.
Young has been the most consistent opponent of replay since
it was first proposed two decades
ago.
" I'm just one vote," he said .
" If the owners want to put in a
system, they' II put one in. "

Ex-Garden worker files suit
NEW YORK (AP) - A former Madison Square
Garden employee says in a $60 million lawsuit that
he was wrongfu lly fired and defamed for favoring a
few friends with tickets whil e MSG managers do the
sam e for big shots all the time.
Peter Ramos, 28, said MSG - which owns the
Knicks , Rangers and MSG telev ision - fa lsely
claims it gives preferential treatment only to business associates while every body else is put on a
waiting list for tickets on a first-come, first-served
basis.
But Ramos named num erou s people who he
claimed got preferential treatment because they were
friends or relatives of Woody Allen, Daryl Hannah,
Rangers captain Mark Messier, forme r Rep.
Geraldine Ferraro, investor Carl lcahn, broadcaster
Sal Marchiano and Knicks star Patrick Ewing.
"1 think there are about 150 incidents since 1993
a ll eged in the co mpl a in t " f il e d Monday in
Manhattan ' s State Supreme Co urt, said Donald
Hopper, Ramos ' lawyer.
" I think that ' s eno ugh to establish a pattern. "

Ramos said he was fired Feb. 6 after 5 1/2 years as a
salesman in MSG 's season subscription department
for assisting personal fri ends with tickets " on rare
occasions," although he had management permissiOn.
Four other sales people were fired with Ramos.
John Cirillo, an MSG spokesman, said at the time
that an audit of the ticket office fo und that the
employees had improperly sold tickets to brokers
and friends.
Ramos sai d he was accused of " unauthorized
manipulation of tickets. " He says he was defamed
because the charge implies "the devious handling of
MSG 's affairs" for his person gain and it suggests
"moral turpitude. "
"Ramos did not at any tin1e engage in any unauthorized conduct as an employee ofMSG," his court
papers said.
Hopper said Ramos was " in a state of shock. Th is
is a hon·ible statement" by MSG. He said the allegation wou ld make it difficult for his c li ent to get
another job.

LIS

reserve your apartment
for Fall '97 !''

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
(Across from Carman Hall)
• ~ Apts. for 2,3, or 4
.,.. people

.. ~ 24 Hour
.,.. Maintenance

V

.. ~Central
.,.. Air Conditioning

V

Completely
Furnished

V
V

Free Parking

.. ~ Swimming Pool &
.,.- Sun Deck

v

Close to Campus
Laundry Facilities
CIPS

OFFICE OPEN TO DAILY 9 TO 5
SATURDAY 10 TO 2
MAKE YOUR
APPOINTMENT
NOW!!!

345.:6000
OR STOP BY

2219 S. 9JH ST. #17

The Empire Strikes Back (PG)

DTS Digital Daily 4:00,7:00,10:00
Sat Sun mats 1:00
Screan{R)Daily 5:30,8:00,10:20
Sat Sun mats 2:45
Dante's Peak(PG13)Daily 5:00,7:30
10:10 Sat Sun mats 2:30
Star Wars (PG)Daily 4:45,7:30
10:15 Sat Sun mats 1:15
Abso(ute Power(R)Daily 4:30,7:15
9:50 Sat Sun mats 1:45
Fools Rush In (PG13)Daily 4:15,6:45
9:15 Sat Sun mats 1:30
That Dam Cat(PG)Daily 4:15,6:30
8:45 Sat Sun mats 2:00
Vegas Vacation(PG)Dally 5:15,7:45
9:55 Sat Sun mats 12:45,3:00

Ruling might give Seattle new park
SEATTLE (AP) - A Superior
Court judge ruled Tuesday that
King County can legally se ll
$336 million in bonds to finance
its share of a new Mariners ballpark , rejecti ng stadium opponents ' challenge of the bon d sale.
County Executi ve Ron Sims
sai d he was pleased w it h the
decision but would ask the State
Supreme Court for an expedited
review of Judge J. Kathlee n
Learned's ruling "so that we may
bring final resolution to any discuss ion about the actions of the
council." The opposition group,
C iti zens for More Important
Things, said it would appeal the
11-page ruling.
" We are confident that Judge

Learned's decision is in error and
that Judge Learne d w ill be
reversed on appeal," said group
spokesman Chris VanDyk.
King County Prosecutor Norm
Maleng di sagreed.
" It is a we ll reasoned lega l
opinion which should easily pass
scrutiny in the appellate courts,"
he said, adding: "Today is a great
day for baseball and our cotnmunity. " Central to the case is a
petition drive led by the opposition group seeking a public vote
o n eve ry county bond iss u e
greater than $50 million - includin g th e planned $336 million
bond issue for a $414 million
ballpark.
The Stadium Act passed by the

Legis lat ur e in 1995 created a
package of specialty taxes to pay
for th e project and sa id K in g
Co unty " shall iss ue bon ds " to
fmance it.
Co unty prosecutors argue d
that becau se state law m akers
mandated the bond issue, those
bonds are not subj ect to a public
vote.
Learned agreed.
"If the people's elected legislators enact unpopular or controvers ial laws, or pursue debatable
or even foolish projects, it is not
for the courts to so declare," the
judge wrote . " T he role of the
court is m erely to determine if
the legis lative action is lawfully
enacted and constitutional. "

One Fine Day (PG) Daily 7:00,9:30
Sat Sun mats 1:45,4:30

Now FREE REFilL on Popcom (J Drinks!

verti s e

345-208 1
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Eastern won't see March Madness
Men's, women's hoop teams bow out ofOVC tournament
Inside game
dooms men's
team in loss

Women's
squad drops
game, 72-67

By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor

By MATT WILSON
Staff wtiter

COOKEVILLE , Tenn. Curtis Wiggins and Ten nessee
Tec h 's inside game sent t h e
Go ld en Eagles to Nashville ,
Tenn., and the Panthers home to
Charl eston .
Wiggins , who played only
two minutes in the first half, put
in a layup an d got fouled with
I 0 seconds to go in the game.
His free throw gave the Golden
Eagles an 83 -81 lead and eventually the win Tuesday night,
knocking the Panthers out of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in the first round.
Panther center Eric Frankford,
who had hi t two three-poin ters
in the second half, put up a lastsecond trey that did not fa ll, and
Tennessee Tech (now 11-8 in the
OVC, 15-12 overall) seized the
See PANTHERS page 10

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Eastern's
women's basketball team got off
to a rough start and had a comeback fall short in its 72-67 loss to
Morehead State in the first round
of the Ohio Va lley Confere nce
Tournament.
"We got off to a slow start and
we struggled offensively early in
the game," Panther head coach
John Klein said.
Eastern was led in scoring by
junior forward Barbora Garbova,
who had 20 points. Also scoring
in double-figures were senior forward Sarah Probst, junior center
Allison Lee and j uni or guard
Angela Patzner. Probst had 18,
Lee added I 0 and Patzner added
15.
Morehead had two women with
20 or more points, with Hilary
See LADY PANTHERS page 10

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor
Eastern center John Smith (right) dives for the ball against Tennessee Tech center Lorenzo Coleman at
Hooper Eblen Arena at Tennessee Tech University in Cookeville, Tenn. , Tuesday evening. Both mens and
women steams dropped out ofthe OVC tournament by losing their first-round games.

,-----------------------------------------------~

Panthers dominated by Morehead State dials
Tech's torrid shooting long-distance in victory
Golden Eagles
soar over Eastern
in 83-81 decision
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports ed itor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. - Once again,
Tennessee Tech proved why it's the best
shooting team in the Ohio Va ll ey
Conference Tournament - this time it was
in the playoffs.
Eastern did shoot 48 percent from the
field in the game, but the Golden Eagles
simply shot better, hittin g 60 percent of
their shots en route to a narrow 83-81 victory in fro nt of a crowd of 2,500 . Tech
came into the game shooting 4 7 percent.
Sophomore point guard Chad Peckinpaugh, who scored 19 points on 7 of 15
shooting, said he was not surprised by the
way the Golden Eagles shot in Tuesday
night's game.
"It was a big game and so both teams
are going to pick up their play," he said
outside the team 's locker room. "We both
made plays but they just got the break."
Shooting from the fie ld, though, was
not the only route Tech took in keeping
the Panthers fro m a trip to the confe rence's F inal Four this Friday in Nashville,
Tenn. The Golden Eagles also made good
on their shots from beyond the arc.
Tech hit 50 percent of its 3-point
attempts, going 5 of 10 from three-point
land. Senior Ryan Black led Tech 's threepoint assault by nai li ng two of h is four
attempts. Tech's Jason Em bry connected
both of hi s treys as wel l.
In contrast, the Panthers managed to hit

just 7 of 20 three-point
attempts en route to
shooting 35 percent
from beyond the arc.
Freshman guard Marc
Polite led th e team in
treys, connecting on 3 of
5 attempts.
Tech 's shooting abiliRick
ty was seen early on, as
Samuels
the Golden Eagles built
up a 3 1-20 advantage
late in the first half before hanging on for
a 37-35 halftime lead.
T h e s h ooting reflected the team ' s
advantage at the break si nce the Golden
Eagles shot 59 percent from the field in
the opening 20 minutes.
And the Panthers' inability to get into a
rhythm early on left the Panthers with a
42 percent shooting clip in the first half.
Tech head coach Fra nk Harrell said
trave l probably played a part in Eastern 's
slow start in shooting the ball.
"Eastern was at a disadvantage because
the travel can wear yo u out," he said.
"They still came out and shot well in the
second half to make it a game."
Shooting in the second half clearly
picked up for both teams .
The Panthers connected on 55 percent
of the shots while the Golden Eagles shot
at a 61 percent cl ip in the second frame.
The difference came in the shooting of
Lorenzo Coleman and Curtis Wiggins, as
Coleman scored 20 points in the second
half while Wiggins scored all 13 of his
points in the same frame.
It was Co le m an ' s shooting that
Samuels pointed to as playing a ro le in
the outcome of the game.
" We tried to stop Coleman and did the
best job we could," Samuels said . "But
when yo u have a 7-foot-1 guy shooting

By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State
delivered a long-distance message to the
Lady Panthers with its 72 -67 victo ry
over Eastern Tuesday night.
The Lady Eagles put an end to the
Lady Panthers ' playoff hopes by making
effective use of the three-point line.
Morehead shot 50 percent from behind
the arc. Junior Hi lary Sw isher a nd
sophomores Al isha Griffeth and All ison
Osborn were the key guns in thi s longdistance shootout.
Swisher shot 3 of 5 from the threepoint line for 60 percent. Osborn went 9
of 11 from long range. Griffeth shot for
66 percent from the arc, going 4 of 6.
These th ree gave the Lady Eagles 50
percent in three-point shooting, 12 of 24.
For Eastern , jun ior guard Angie
Patzner hit three of her six three-point
shots. Junior forward Barbora Garbova
d rained two three-pointers on five
attempts.
As a team, the Lady Panthers shot 38
percent from the three-po int line.
Eastern rallied back fro m a first-half
deficit when the Lady Eagles tried to
force the ball inside.
Morehead jumped out to an early lead,
shots at point blank range, it ' s hard to
contest."
In other OVC tournament actio n
Tuesday night:
• Bubba Wells and the Governors from
Austin Peay crushed Morehead State by a
106-83 score in Clarksville, Tenn.
• M urray State slipped by Tennessee
State Tennessee State 76-63 in Murray,
Ky.

,....----, hitting six shots, including 3 of 3 from threepoint range.
For the first half, the
Lady Eagles hit on 6 of
10 from behind the arc.
Swisher made both of
her three-pointers in the
first half.
Osborn and Griffeth
Barbara
each hit two three-po intGarbova
ers in the first half.
Eastern couldn ' t find the target from
long range. Garbova hit 1 of 2 from
behind the arc. Patzner also drained a
three-point bu cket , but those were
Eastern ' s only two on seven first-half
tries. The Lady Panthers shot 28.6 percent from three-point range.
Both teams had identical shooting percentages in the first half, 41.4 percent
from the floor, but the Lady Eag les'
accuracy with the long shots gave them
the edge.

• Further coverage on the Lady
Panthers, along with Tuesday night's
OVC winners, is inside.

PAGE 10
• Middle Tennessee State crui sed to an
easy 89-74 win over Southeast Missouri
State at Murfreesboro, Tenn.

•
Further coverage on the
Panthers, along with Tuesday night's
OVC winners, is inside.
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